1. Introduction. The purpose of the present note is to point out that the results of Banach on perfect summability of simple sequences 1 may be extended to certain cases of double sequence summability. The main result obtained is embodied in the theorem of §3.
It will be convenient to begin with the following definitions and notations. We denote by c the class of all real double sequences # = {£fc z} for which the principal limit linu, z £& z == £ exists finite ; by re, the subclass of e for which the row limits Mm. i Let A = (awl) be a given infinite matrix of real numbers. We shall be concerned with transformations of the form For later reference we recall that the condition
is necessary 2 in order that A transform rem into re. If the system of equations
has a unique solution {Ski} (belonging to re or not) corresponding to each {rjij} e re, the method A will be called reversible. Corresponding to any given x t re we set
Then each #»• e re, and it is easy to verify that pi, qu {q^pi-> <*>), can be so chosen that Km* Xi = x.
The general form of linear functionals in re.
The following fact will be needed in the proof of Lemma 1 in §3. Let x e rem be arbitrary and set Xij^^^oÇkiXki, (h i = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). Then each Xa t rem and since Xi 3 -*x as i, j->°o, it follows that ƒ(#»•ƒ) =]C£;i_o&^fc 1 tends to a limit, namely ƒ(x), asi, j->oo. In order that this be true for every x e rem it is necessary 7 that
Every linear functional f(x) defined in re is of the form
On the other hand let {£&} be an arbitrary null sequence, and let x = {% k i} be such that for each fixed & = 0, 1, 2, • • • we have £fcz = £& for Z = 0, 1, 2, • • • . If we set x^XSLo&^L (* = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), then each Xi t re and X{-+x as i-> 00. Since ƒ(#*•) =2^&-o^^4L it follows that the series X)fc&^* * s convergent for every null sequence {£&}. Consequently, the condition ]Cfc|^4#| < <*> must be satisfied, 8 and it is evident that the symmetrical condition 2^i|-4| | < °° must also hold.
Now let x e re be chosen arbitrarily, and let Xi be defined as in (1.5) so that Xi->#. Then ƒ(#*•) ->ƒ(#), and from (1.5) we find that ƒ(*) = HA + Z (£ -«Mi + £ (€Î -Ö^ï As * + X (S + £*i -S* -é)A k i.
k,l
On rearranging the latter expression and setting
f(x) reduces to the form (2.1) as was to be shown. Regarding the evaluation of ||/||, it is clear that ||/|| does not exceed the value given in (2.2). The converse statement can be readily shown to follow from the relation |/(# w )| ^||/||> wherein x n = {£&} for each n = 0, 1, 2, • • • is defined as follows:
9 £^ = sgn Cki for O^fe, l^n; = sgn CI for Q^k^n, n<l< °o ; =sgn C x for O^l^n, n<k<«>;
[April = sgn C for n<kj Z<<*>. Inasmuch as we make no use of (2.2), the remaining details may be omitted.
3. The analogues of Banach's results. We come next to the following four lemmas. Since these bear a direct analogy to those of Banach, both in statement and method of proof, we shall give here only the proof of the first lemma. The second one is a straightforward corollary of the first, and the reader who is familiar with the original lemmas will encounter no difficulty in supplying the remaining two proofs. 10 LEMMA 1. Let A be a completely regular method and let y^ = {rjy} be an arbitrary element of re. If the conditions (1.4) always imply E*".* 0^'^ = 0> then corresponding to each e >0 there exists an x ere such that
PROOF. Let G denote the subset of re of all sequences of the form {rjij} 2= [Aij{x)} for x ranging over re. Evidently G is a linear set.
Let us assume that for some particular e>0, the condition (3.1) cannot be satisfied. This is equivalent to assuming that y 0 is not a limit element of G. In such a case there must exist a linear functional F(y) defined in re such that 11 i^o) = 1 and F(y) = 0 for every y t G. In view of §2 we are therefore led to relations of the following sort: 
